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Good-Bye School Work ·

The College Chronicle

Hello Happy Holidays

..,.

VOLUME III

State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota, Wednesday, December 17, 1926

STUDENTS ENUMERATE CHRISTMAS SONG SERVICE PRESIDENT
AT THE ARMORY TO-NIGHT
BENEFITS RECEIVED
FROM ORGANIZATIONS Choirs of the Saint Cloud Teachers
Members of Student Organization
Give Views on Value of
Group Activities

MANY OPINIONS EXPRESSED
Good Sportsmanship and Means of
Gaining Acquaintances, Frequent
Replies to Reporters Queries
Diverse discussion, eulogies and panegyrics flowed forth when college students were asked what value they
had derived from the college organizations to which they belonged.
The most frequent answer to the
question, "What have you derived
from being a member of this organization?" was, "I have had an opportunity
to meet and know the other students
of this institution." Another answer
which occurred time and time again
was, "I have obtained a more comprehensive study of Range industries
or of poetry, or of plays and playrights." "Good sportmanship", was
submitted by most of the athletic
organizations.

J. C. BROWN

College and Local High Schools
Join in Community Sing
A Christmas song service will be
tendered at 7:30 o'clock to-night at the
Sain,t Cloud a·rmory, to the city of St.
Cloud, by the choirs of the Teachers
College, Technical, and Cathedral High
Schools. The directors in charge are:
Miss Stella Root of the Teachers College, Miss Marguerite Wright of the
Technical High School, and Sister
Adelgundis of the Cathedral High
School.
The program will be composed of old
Christmas carols and hymns. All members of the audience are requested to
join in the group singing. Words will
be printed on the programs. Each
choir will furnish special numbers, many
of which will feature antiphonal singing.
Beautiful souvenirs are to be presented to the audience. The Security
Blank Book Company is furnishing
paper for these, and the Fritz-Cross
Company is printing them. The T eachers College is contributing the block
print for the souvenir covers. The city
of St. Cloud is donating the armory, and
Weber Brothers are providing an extra
piano. This co-operation makes the
affair a city wide enterprise.
Continued, on page four

A CHRISTMAS GREETING

During the Christmas season we
are all dominated by a spiri'.t of
good fellowship and of service.
The very atmosphere seems surcharged with optimism and good
cheer. L et us firmly resolve that
we will carry the Christmas spirit
into all of the other weeks of the
year. Let us extend friendship,
deepen our sympathies, and fully
discharge our obligations. Let us
Continued on page four
write the faults of others upon the
sands and let us magnify their
virtues.
·
ANNUALBLACKCATBANQUET
SIXTY-EIGHT NEW STUDENTS I extend to each of you my heartpersonal greetings and I wish
Arrangements Being Made for ChristENTER FOR WINTER TERM iest
you a very happy Christmas and a
mas Banquet Dec. Twenty-first
prosperous New Y eat.
St. Cloud Represented by Twelve,
J. C. Brown.

Christma$ cheer a1
San.t Claus
will dominate at the Black Cat Christmas banquet which will be held at
six o'clock Tuesday evening, December 21.
Arrangements for the banquet are
being made by the Men's Council which
is acting as a general committee with
·Henry Secrest serving as chairman.
Frank Grandquist is in charge of selecting a scene for the feline dinner, while
Henry Bettendorf is to provide the
entertainment and program for the
occasion. Mike Haggerty is taking
care of the advertising work. The sale
of tickets is in charge of Lewis L. Barrett.
Preparations for the affair indicate
that the dinner will be highly successful, and it is predicted that the men of
the school will turn out in excellent
attendance at the g9od fellowship
meeting.

1927 COLLEGE ANNUAL TO
CONTAIN NEW FEATURES
Work on t.he Talahi, the college
annual put out by the seniors, is progressing very rapidly according to
Michael Haggerty, editor, and Phillip
Behr, business manager.
This year's annual, which will contain about two hundred pages, will have
several changes in its arrangement from
that of previous years. One section
is devoted to college campus pictures,
the descriptions of which will be written
by the composition class students.
The section given to alumni and the
athletic section will be enlarged. Between these sections will be pictures of
Minnesota's wild flowers which will
add greatly to the beauty of the publication.
The price of this year's annual will be
three dollars. This increase in price
is due to the fact that the St. Cloud
Teachers College annual has sold at a
lower price than that of any other college
annual, while it has used a better
quality of material than most college
year books contain.

M-mne-a b--and--Mil.mr ffn~
Five Students Each
The new students who have registered
for the winter quarter according to the
enrollment records of the college are
sixty-eight in number. Of this number
eighteen are boys and the remainder
girls.
St. Cloud is best represented among
the entering students, and boasts of
twelve new registrants for the winter
term. Minneapolis and Milaca are
second in line with five students each.
Other neighboring and far distant towns
have enrolled at least one or two pupils
each.
President Brown stated that this is
the largest number of attendants during
the mid term, for many years. The
students and faculty are glad to see
some of the former students returning
to school, and so many new students
entering into the teaching profession.

CHRISTMAS SEAL SALE
The Christmas seals which have been
sent out to the students of the college,
twenty-five stamps to each, are also
sent to people throughout the United
States. Their purpose is to promote
public health by eradicating tuberculosis.
Many of us do not know what their
purpose is and the work they accomplish. The Christmas seals are sent
out by the Minnesota Public Health
Association under the auspices of the
National Tuberculosis Association. The
money from the sale of these stamps goes
toward the support of tuberculosis
clinics, county nurses for the care of that
disease, sanatoria and preventoria for
children with the symptoms, freshair schools, and educational department
instructing the public in the causes,
symptoms, and cure of the disease.
Each year since its beginning in 1907
the sale has risen higher and higher.
The Christmas seal is truly symbolic
of health.

MANY STUDENTS GRADUATE
Hon. J. M. McConnell Delivers Address
November Graduation Exercises
Thirty-four students were graduated
from the St. Cloud Teachers College
on Tuesday, November twenty-third
at the conclusion of the fall quarter.
The graduation exercises were held
during the fourth period in the college
auditorium.
Hon. J. M. McConnell, state superintendent of instruction, delivered the
graduation address.
Following Mr.
McConnell's address, Miss Helen Steen
sang a delightful solo. Mr. Brown in
giving out the diplomas congratulated
the graduates, and informed them that
they were numbered among nearly six
thousand alumni of the college.
Miss Beulah I. Sewall of St. Louis
Park was graduated with highest
scholastic honor. Miss Mary Sophia
Franti of Winton and Miss Ruth Marie
Youngberg of Minneapolis were graduated with scholastic honor.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Dec. 17 Christmas Sing at Armory.
Dec. 18 Faculty Dinner at Lawrence Hall.
Dec. 19 Christmas Program at
Shoe Hall.
Dec. 19 Lawrence Hall Open
House.
Dec. 20 Mr. Sainsbury
reads
Christmas Carols.
Dec. 20 Olson Home Christmas
Program.
Dec. 21 Black Cats Christmas
Banquet.
Dec 22 Christmas Vacation Begins.
Jan. 4 School Reopens.
Jan. 14 Faculty Tea at Lawrence Hall.
Jan. 15 Minnesota Aggies Basketball Game.

INITIAL SIX PAGE PAPER
WORK OF JUNIOR PENMEN
Business Department Endeavors
to Increase Subscription
List of Chronicle
As you turn the first page, you see
an extra page.
The extra page is an added feature
of the Christmas edition of the College
Chronicle.. This issue is the first six page
newspaper which has been published by
a Teachers College staff.
The editorial staff have been well supplied with work in securing news and
feature stories for this extra page. It
has not as yet been decided by the members of the staff whether they shall continue this extra page in the following
issues.
The Christmas issue of the College
Chronicle is the initial journalistic production of the Junior staff which is now
in charge of the college paper. The
business staff in an effort to increase
the subs cription list has sent to the
alumni copies of the Christmas number
of the Chronicle accompanied with a
letter.

MR.BROWN STATES DUTIES
. OF COLLEGE PRESIDENT

NUMBER 7

COLLEGE CHRONICLE
PUBLISHED BY NEW
JUNIOR JOURNALISTS
New Staff Selected From First
Year Class to Edit College
Paper Winter Term

LEWIS L. BARRETT IS EDITOR
Junior Writers Boast of Valuable
Experience Gained F~om High
School Publications
The staff of the College Chronicle for
the wint~r term is headed by Lewis L.
Barrett as editor-in-chief and Delette
Coy and Anton Thompson as assistant editors.
Lewis L. Barrett, as editor-in-chief,
heads the new staff which has been
chosen from the junior class to edit
the College Chronicle during the winter
term. He has had three years' experience as athletic editor of The Tech.
He also has done considerable newspaper writing for the St. Cloud papers,
The Daily Times, and The Journal Press,
as well as for the Saint Paul Daily News.
Continued on page four

St. Cloud Teachers College Head Tells
of Problems Met in Daily Routine
of a College President

MEMBERS MEN'S COUNCIL
Henry Bettendorf and Ralph Sullivan

President J. C. Brown tells of his
Selected to Serve on Mens Council
daily routine: consultation with students, answering of letters, discussion
of business problems, conference with
Henry Bettendorf, senior, and Ralph
deans and matrons, visits in River;riew MJI.ivan, ji:,nior, have b~n eler·tell -uy
err of the student odyt o serve
"What is the daily routine of the during the winter quarter as new mempresident of a college? That is a rather bers of the Men's Council to fill vachard question to answer," said Mr. ancies made by the expiration of the
J. C. Brown, President of the St. Cloud terms of Edwin McTaggart and Bert
State Teachers College. "You see, Anderson. The term of Frank Grandwhat is routine to me is not routine quist also expired with the completion
to people who see me. Each student of the fall quarter, and he was re-elected
who consults me has a problem that is to the Men's Council for another term.
completely new to him although I may
Members of the Men's Council whose
have encountered it hundreds of times periods of service extend over the winbefore.
ter term are Glen Wing and Bert HanContinued on page four
sen. The terms of Mike Haggerty,
Henry Secrest, and Lewis L. Barrett
BIG SNOW SHOVELING BEE do not terminate until the end of the
"Hey, Billie! Come on over here, school year.
Henry Secrest has been elected prethe shovelin's fine."
"Bet I can get more on my shovel sident of the Men's Council for the
than you can."
, winter quarter. Frank Grandquist was
"Look at the big bump over there on re-elected vice president, while Lewis L.
Barrett will continue in his positWJ1--<'lS
the ice."
Such was the drift of comments that secretary and treasurer.
one might have heard coming forth from
the skating rink the afternoon of Monday, December 7, as an industrious
group of snow heavers set about removing the white, fleecy covering from
the icy surface.
Snowshovels, spades, scoop shovels,
brooms, crow bars, metal tubs, boxes,
sticks and any other object which would
aid in the task of clearing the snow
from the ice were numbered among the
weapons with which the cohorts of
workers attacked the snow laden surface.
The snow shovelers, some twenty
strong, were led on the field of action
by President J. C. Brown and Mr. H. 0.
Duncan. The ranks of the broom
weilders included Mary Hamilton, Margaret Ahlstrand, Val Peterson, Ida Carlette, Frieda Snicker, Lucille Detki,
Colette Scherber, Mary Baumgartner,
Mildred Ferguson, Elsie Storkamp,
Irene Maxon and Dorothy Sawyer.
Nuinbered among those who swung
a mean shovel were the following:
Arvey Heffron, Charles Hansen, Curtis
Yaeger, Bill Coumbes, Frank Grandquist, Lewis Barrett, Bert Anderson,
Joe Turula, and Lloyd Benson.

LYCEUM NUM.BEILDELIGHTS
SAINT CLOUD AUDIENCE
A recital ,giv:en by four renowned
artists as the second number on t . e
college entertainment course was presented in the college auditorium, Friday
evening, December 10"Edna Swanson Ver Haar, Swedi h
contralto singer, charmed the audience
with her beautiful voice. Her winning
personality along with her selections
made her a great favorite.
A young harpist, Margaret O'Connor,
impressed her listners with the grace
and ease with which she handled the
harp, and her unusual numbers were a
treat to music-lovers.
Stanley Deacon, baritone, pleased
everybody with his exceptionally fine
voice and good dramatization of his
songs. Hubert Carlin, pianist, proved
to be one of the outstanding numbers
of the program and his selections won
much favor.
The concert was a rich treat and those
who attended it were entertained by
four excellent musical artists.
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MARKS
There are some students in every school whose aim
is no higher than the acquisition of high marks.
Every resource, every talent must be utilized toward
:f'ublished bi-weekly by the students of the Saint Cloud that end. The observing person usually classes
this type of student as being shortsighted.
Teachers College
A type of student opposite to the shortsighted
student is the person who tries to learn and, in the
process· of learning is judged by his teachers to be
deserving of a certain mark. This type of student
furnishes the leaders of the future.
When one looks about him he can see both types
The College Chronicle, one year......................................... $1.50
well represented in the school of life. The first type
EDITORIAL STAFF
is invariably seeking to advance its own interests.
Editor-in-ChieL _______________ _______________ ________ __Lewis L. Barrett
Business Manager ____ __ ___ ____________________________ Catherine Lowery The second type is seeking to cooperate with others
A glance at a
Asaistant Editors __ __ __ __ __ ________________ Anton Thompson, Delette Coy and in this proceeding helps itself.
Literary Editor _________________________________ __________ Ruth Niskern list of the nations' leaders shows that only the helpRiverview News Editor _________________ _______________ Doris Mollerstrom ful type is represented.
Those who seek to elevate
Athletic Editor _____ ______ ___________________________ ____Leonard Stroud
themselves
with
no
thought
of the welfare of others
Cartoonists ________________ Gladys Bostrom, Gertrude Niska, Audrey Noren
Typists _____ __ ____ ___ _____ ________ ______ Ann Kaplan, Elizabeth Jacobson succeed only in eliminating themselves as contenders
Staff Photographer ___________________________________ _____ _Orvel Engen for the crown of success.
Faculty Adviser_ ___ ______________________________ _______ Misa Helen Hill
It is well to remember as students in school and
as students in life that a mark is not the main obAssociate Editors and Reporters
jective of work. It is only an incidental, essential
Margaret Barrett
Sophie Guernon
William Coumbe
Mary Hamilton
to the teacher and the public in judging the inWillis Dugan
Lewis Olds
dividual's ability.
Loretta Ganglehoff
Adelaide Rudeen
ST ATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Saint Cloud, Minnesota

YULETIDE HOLIDAYS

CHRISTMAS SEAL SALE

Were we to give up all our holidays with one exception it would not be difficult to answer which one
would be retained. For we should hear the children's and grown folks' voices mingle in chorus in the
word "Christmas".
The approaching season brings to our minds the
thoughts of home, family gatherings, exchange of
gifts and greetings. We as students are looking
forward toward our vacation. Temporarily, books
will be closed and studies will be forgotten in anticipation of a happy Christmas.
But we do not do our bit if we in some measure do
not contribute to the happiness of others. · By making others happy we ourselves realize happiness to a
greater degree.

Twenty-three years ago an idea was born which
in its fulfillment is bringing health and happiness,
not only to the poor and destitute but the rich as
well. This is the idea of the Ch,ristmas Seal. It was
originated by an obscure postal clerk in Denniark,
to whom on Christmas Eve twenty-three years ago
came the happy thought of selling Christmas Seals
to raise money for a tuberculosis hospital for the
children of his country. He dreamed of help to be
brought to thousands of frail children by a very
small voluntary health tax-the Christmas Sealon each package.
Most probably the dream of this postal clerk has
gone far beyond what he even visioned. In every
corner of the United States the penny health seal is
raising funds for far reaching health work. It has
for nineteen years cut the death rate of this country
j;n half; it has added years to the average span of life;
it is yearly, through a widespread many sided
educational campaign in the prevention of disease,
saving thousands of lives.
When someone this year asks you to buy Christmas Seals. iuf-t .have in rri'ind tl:Je Dq1nish
'QOStal
clerk's dream and do your part m its1 realizat10n.
And if no one asks you to buy seals- ask someone
to sell you some.
The tuberculosis fight is a winning one and it's
half done- help finish the job. Buy and use Christmas Seals.
Minnesota Public Health Ass'n.

BUILDING A CATHEDRAL

The story is told of a man who asked three men
what they were doing: The first said he was making five dollars a day. The second answered that
..-~- - ha m==; cutting stone. The third rep ied tha.t he
~was bunamg a cathectrai. Aa ur u,c:11 , were doing
the same work, but each had a different conception of his labor.
There are three types of teachers, too. They are
those who are working for wages, those who are
merely teaching, and those who are moulding the
lives of future citizens. It would be better for all of
us if the first type did not exist. The second group
has its value, but the third group is the one to which
all really good teachers belong. It is made up of
those men and women who are training the youth of
America to make the most of life. They are the ones
who .?~ing out t~e best that ~s. in the ~hild. They
are kmd and Just but devilish firm . They do
n_io~e t~an teach the child his a 1? e's and his multiphcat10n .tables. They h~lp him t~ develop the
proper attit_udes toward hfe and h~s fellowmeJ:?,.
They help _him to ma!:ce the most of himself and his
opportumties for service.
~u~h teac~ers are greatly needed t~day. T~ey are
bmldmg their cathedrals by mouldmg the hves of
those who will make America's future great.

We hear much about the silver-tongued orators,
but just as often we hear the old adage, "Silence is
golden" which is still applicable in the library. It
was too bad that we made it necessary to have measures taken against talking there. However, since
the matter was brought to our attention the cooperation of the student body in remedying it has been
commendable. We all have been guilty of violating the peace of the library at some time or another so
that we may all now share in patting ourselves on the
back for bringing real peace and quiet to the library.

His mother called him Willie,
His sister called him Will;
.I.for weeks and weeks everyone has been looking But when he went to college
forward to Christmas. People everywhere have To dad he was Bill, Bill, Bill.
been buying gifts for their friends. Each person
"Eastern" (Madison, S. D.)
has made elaborate plans for a very merry Christmas. This period of extensive preparations is
known as the holiday season.
The plans made during the holiday season culCHRISTMAS
minate in the enjoyment of giving gifts. Christmas, a day of gladness, is celebrated with great When the snow lies white and the moon shi s bright,
When the Christmas candles glow,
feasting and joy. The spirit of giving takes the
place of the hope of receiving.
When the feast is spread and the holly red
Is twined with the mistletoe;
However, greater than the joy of the successful
realization of our holiday plans is the joy that comes From the farthest west to the highest crest
from the knowledge that the Savior of mankind
That the northern mountains ken,
was born nineteen hundred twenty-six years ago. There's a psalm outflung, there's a psalm sung,
There's a grand "good will to men".
Our gifts are only symbols of the great joy arising
from a knowledge that humanity's future is not
lost, since Christ was born to save the world.
When the winds blow cold over field and world
At no other time of the year do people so wholeWhen the Christmas trees are gay,
heartedly lay down their differences with one another. When the joy bells call and we're brothers all
In the light of the Christmas Day;
A common interest in a common Savior unites them
where worldly aims seek to make them differ. Let From the farthest south to the Yukon's mouth,
There's a single chorus then
us be thankful this Christmas that we have a day
when all Christian men and women are happy and Of the Christ Child's birth, of a "peace on earth",
are united in a common faith.
/ Of a grand "good will to men".- Ex.
CHRISTMAS

I

CAMPUS CHAT

I EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT

.________________
Bumps and Fun
There are a great many of us who,
in spite of several severe bumps plus
some black and blue spots, would like
to have the Waverly Literary Society
stage another roller skating party as
they did last Saturday in the gym.
This form of recreation is decidedly
worth one's while and just the thing for
an otherwise rather long Saturday
afternoon. We sincerely hope there
will .be more of it.

.______________,
QUALITIES FOR GOOD STUDENT
PATIENCE- Willingness to take and
profit by the instruction~ received .
LEADERSHIP- Willingness to help
guide or direct in the right way by
example, words, or actions.
SERVICE-Student should remember
and consider that he is receiving
far more than he is giving.
SPORTMANSHIP- Good sportmanship means clean and fair play.
Treat your opponent with respect.
EARNESTNESS- Desire
to make
every minute count; always wanting to do the right thing at the
right time.
ATTENDANCE- Anything worth doing is "'..o rth doing well.
AMBITION- Keeping an eye on the
future, always trying to improve
oneself.
The "Winonian"

COME ON!!! LET'S SKATE!!
Some enterprising young women of
the college in their great eagerness for
some ice-skating undert ook with brooms
and other like implements to sweep off
the rink one Sunday afternoon. When
they got the top laye'rs of rather thick
snow off they found the ice in good
condition and thus for their worthy
labor enjoyed a few hours of skating.
The rink, it is hoped, will be used by all
interested in skati_ng as a form of recreation, and it is certain that those
A silver dollar isn't heavy, but some
participating will enjoy it a lot and men find it difficult to raise.- The " East
skate as never before, whether on ears tern". (Madison, S. D.)
or feet it matters not.
BLACKFRIARS
The Dramatic Club of the college
better known as Blackfriars has performed well its first two productions;
the first one it will be remembered was
"The Wonder Hat", and the second
"To the Ladies". This organization
deserves far more support from the college than it has thus far received; the
members are very eager to please the
audiences as well as to get expert training in acting; so they should be backed
to the last. Such an organization
contributes tremendously to a college's
reputation, and we hope that when
they present their next production the
entire college will be 100 per cent behind it.
UN·lP1---- The Industrial Arts classes have been
performing some very interesting projects which to most of us have been
somewhat unknown. They have modeled chairs, tables, boats, and aeroplanes on much the same basis that real
ones are constructed. The work is
quite difficult because the smallness of
the articles makes so much fine work,
but hardly without exception all the
specimens were excellent. They had
one very interesting special project
which was the entire furnishing of a
model house from the curtains and woodwork to the walls and stairs; all of the
material used in this project was a substantial kind of paper. This work is
very entertaining as well as useful, and
more and more society is calling for the
versatile young woman as well as the
young man who can wield a hammer as
well as a broom.
0-

-~::::.:-N-Y&B-P

CHRISTMAS CHEER SPREAD
There are always some kind souls
at Christmas time who remember those
who are not fortunate as the rest of
us, and who do their bit by spreading
the Yuletide cheer in those little, sometimes forgotten corners.
The Newman Club of the college
carried charity to the Orphanage by presenting a Christmas program on Friday,
December 10, under Miss Flora Fouquette's charge. The children enjoyed
it to the utmost and told Santa in loud
voices what he was to bring them.
The Boys' and Girls' Glee Clubs,
under the able direction of Miss Stella
Root, are to sing several Christmas
songs at the Veterans' Hospital on
Tuesday evening, December 21.

;:.

We wish to welcome a new arrival in
the journalism world. "Main Street",
published by the Sauk Center High
School, as a triweekly, put in its first
appearance on November 18. It is a
fine paper.
Are you college students interested
in improving your form? Should you
like to learn the correct dance etiquette?
The Junior Teachers College of the
Cleveland School of Education, Cleveland, Ohio, is conducting a clogging
club, something new in the line of clubs.
The presentation at every meeting of a
new step keeps up a good attendance.
The trouble with most self-made men
is that they Jieem to be11:in at the bottom,
and just as they begin working on the
brain at the top the whistle blows.Teachers College Budget. (ValleJ' City.)
If you wish to read a Goofy Gazette,
peruse the Pink Tea Edition of the
College Times from San Jose, California which you will find on file in the
Chronicle office.

Seniors! Bend your eyes this way.
Constant checking up on her own
work is of supreme importance to a
student in training school, according to
Miss Ida M. Deighton, principal of Bo!
ton Elementary Training School.
"The girls should learn to measure
their achievements in the light of accepted standards, to determine the cause
of failure and then seek scientific methods
of improvement," she declared.
"The sooner a student becomes her
own critic, the sooner she becomes a
real teacher," said Miss Deighton.
"The daily conferences between stu
dent and training teacher should be an
aid in helping the student to evaluate her
own work. When this habit has been
formed the student in training has
ceased to be a mere imitator. She has
become a self-directing teacher."
Junior College Journal. (Cleveland
Ohio.)

A boy who swims may say he's
swum, but milk is skimmed and seldom
skum, and nails you trim, they are not
trum. When words you speak, these
words are spoken, but a nose is tweaked
and can't be twoken, and what you seek
is seldom soken. If we forget, then
we've forgotten, but things we wet are
are never wotten, and houses let we
A St. Cloud College Girls Thots"Love is a pretty thing: to talk of ; to never lotten. These goods one sells
sing of; and to write of;- but try and are always sold, but fears dispelled are
not dispold, nor what you smell is
find it!"
never smold. When young, a top
you often spun, but did you see a grin
TOO TRUE
"Not failure, but low aim is the e'er grun, or a potato nearly skun?
South Side Times (Fort Wayne, Ind.
crime."

.....

•
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CHRISTMAS, MOST WIDELY CELEBRATED
HOLIDAY IN ALL CIVILIZED NATIONS

COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE
SCATTERED WIDELY FOR
CHRISTMAS VACATION

Christmas, the last of the year's holidays, holds first place in the hearts of
the people-both young and old. This
holiday is the most widely celebrated
festival in the world, and one in which
all civilized nations take part.
Many of the customs that accompany our modern observance of Christmas are traditions of old. The Yulelog dates back to the time of the Saxons
and Goths. On the eve of Christmas
the log was brought into the house and
lighted with a bit of tinder saved from
the "log" of the preceding year. This
log was supposed to burn all night.
If it went out before the next morning
the people interpreted it as a sign of
ill luck.
Legends and stories of the past credit
the origin of the Christmas tree to
Germany. It was said that Saint Boniface converted some German tribes to
Christianity, and the fir tree which was
dedicated to love and good deeds supplanted their "Thunder Oak" under
which human sacrifices had been made.
The origin of the lighted tree is
claimed by many lands. One story
tells us that .Martin Luther while going
home on Christmas eve was much impressed by the beauty of the stars. In
an effort to explain this to his wife he
put some candles on the fir tree and
lighted them saying that that was symbolical of the stars. England claims
to have originated the custom of decorating the tree.
Stories of out Santa Claus, who
makes his swift trips annually, date
back for hundreds of years. The name is
derived from Saint Nicholas who was
said to have been a father of the church
during the fourth century. But he has
remained a wanderer. First we found
him in Northland riding a white horse.
At Christmas the children wouJ (L.filL
their wooden shoes with oats and place
them outside the house. If they had
been good children their shoes would
be filled with nuts and apples the next
morning, and the horse would have
eaten the oats. Later, we found Santa
in Germany. He had his pockets filled
with candy and sugar plums which he
gave to the children. Now he is a
stout fellow who slides down the chimneys with his pack of gifts.
A feature of recent origin which has
spread rapidly in this country is the
community Christmas tree. The first
tree for this purpose was set up in New
York City in 1910. It was decorated
with garlands and lighted each evening
between Christmas and New Year.
In this connection the "Communitysings" custom developed.
Throughout the lands religious services, feasting, family gatheringss, exchange of gifts and greetings characterize this season of good cheer.

MISS MINICH CALLED HOME
Miss Carrie E. Minich, art instructor
was called to her home in Paola, Kansas
City by the death of her sister. Miss
Minich will remain in Kansas urtil
after the Christmas holidays. Her classes are being taken charge of by Miss
Alma Rosenberger.

PLAYTHINGS AND TOYS MOST ESSENTIAL
~CHILDS LIFE FOR SELF ACTIVITY

BOOKS ORDERED BY
TROPICAL CHRISTMAS DAY Many Happy College Students to M~NY
r
Depart for Homes Near and Far
EXPERIENCED BY TEACHER
r
STUDENTS
THRU LIBRARY
on December Twenty-second
Mr. Talbot Tells of Christmas Day The trains puffing heavily through Early Christmas Shopping Done
the deep snow drifts of our saintly
He Spent on Isthmus of Panama
by Ordering Books for
City will carry ~way many of our stuHoliday Gifts
A Number of Years Ago
Can you imagine a Christmas without snowflakes, without ice, without
limbs of trees frost-laden? Can you
imagine spending Christmas in a temperature so warm that one must stay out
of the sun's rays to avoid heat prostration?
Mr. John Talbot experienced such a
Christmas while at Panama a number
of years ago. "The days in Panama
are very warm," said Mr. Talbot.
" This particular Christmas day was no
exception. I was one of the guests at
the governor's Christmas dinner. All
of our party were clad in white suits
and Panama hats. After dinner we
took a trip by car into the country
where we saw many picturesque ruins
covered with tangled masses of tropical growths. We also saw some ancient dungeons where prisoners were
tortured many centuries ago.
"The school children gave Christmas
programs. At one school about a
thousand colored children took part.
Another feature of Christmas in the
tropical region was that we had turkey
and cranberry sauce!"

DRAWING ROOM ADORNED
BY SPECIAL ARTS CLASS

dents. Happy faces, heavy grips, and
shrieking taxis will complete the scene
of leave-taking at S. T. C. on Wednesday, December twenty-second. Undoubtedly, the brass bands of Fertile,
Harmony, Good Thunder, Rush City,
and Blooming Prairie, will be at the
station to welcome the homecoming students. The students leaving for Good
Thunder proclaim in modern terminology, "A riotous time will be had by
all".
Six students intend to leave for the
Dakotas. They are : Margaret A.
Kahn of Hope, N . D ., Esther La Moore
and May Langton of Pembina, N. D.,
Gertrude M. Witt of Madison, S. D.,
Ruth MacQueen of Larimore, N. D.
and Dorothy E. Anderson of Crystal,
N. D., These students from the Dakotan states have reported that they
intend to spend their vacation in sleeping. They must have lost considerable
sleep during the term if they intend to
play the Rip Van Winkle act during
the entire Christmas vacation.
Two students, Mrs. Gaylord Bowman of Knowlton and Marion J. Hafsos
of Fort Shaw, are leaving for Montana.
Three students are leaving for the state
of Illinois. Henrietta M. Smith and
Catherine E. Lowry are going to Chicago and Lela May A. Reed to Warren.
are making the trip to Illinois.

. JUNIOR CLASS HOLDS MEETING
Primary and Ad vance d Classes Make
The Junior class held a short business
Christmas Toys as Patterns
meeting during the assembly period on
For Futyre Teoebin
1Vfend
The drawing room of the college, at
present in charge of Miss Alma Rosenberger, is a most interesting place with
its wall drawings, decorated windows,
and busy manufacture of all sorts of
Christmas gifts.
The front board picture of deer which
you see leaping and bounding over the
frozen landscape was drawn by Bert
Hansen. The drawing in purple on the
second board was done by Irene Maxson. Irene Maxson and Bert Hansen
are members of special arts class. The
six other members are: Catherine
Whollen, Elsie Des Marias, Helen Kyng,
Margaret Goodwin, Florence Ryan,
and Elizabeth Tessan. It is they who
are the author, of the drawings which
you will see around the room. Each
special art student has decorated a
window for Christmas, giving it a
stained glass effect. The class has
also made block print Christmas cards.
The primary and advanced classes
are making candy boxes, candy holders,
placecards, Christmas tree trimmings,
novel jumping Santa Clauses and
various Christmas toys. These will be
used as patterns for future teaching.
Miss Alma Rosenberger has graciously
i'nvited the students to see the Art
Room.

STUDENTS NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
Resolved: that we will spend at
least fifteen minutes of study every day
on each subject and will put study before pleasure during the new year.
Resolved: that we as males of the
species commonly known as college
students will give out hair fifty strokes
of the brush back and twenty-five to the
right and only one dab of axe! grease
every morning except Sunday, and then
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allow only one and one half dabs of
grease and seventy-five strokes to the
side and one hundred back.
Resolved: that we will shine our
shoes every morning of the new year
when it is possible to find the polish
without being late for class.
Resolved: that we will abstai,n from
sauer-kraut and onions, especially when
we intend to step out with others.

Many of the students and faculty
members have done part of their
Christmas shopping early by ordering
books through the school library as
gifts. Most of the books selected were
for juvenile readers perhaps because at
the present time children's stories are
more interestingly written and more
delightfully illustrated than ever before.
Among the gift books sele'Cted for juveniles was "When We Were Very Young"
by A. A. Milne. Rhymes from it have
been said and sung from coast to coast,
and it carries an appeal to almost every
child. Grown-ups read it for child
psychology which penetrates it.
Mother Goose and picture book stories were also ordered as well as "Alice
in Wonderland", "Jungle Tales", "Silver Pennies"-the silver pennies are
supposed to admit one to fairyland"Heidi", "Little Black Sambo". Children look in vain for another collection
of poems better than "Silver Pennies."
On this Christmas morning Santa will
carry a greater number of fascinating
little books to youngsters than he has
ever before, filled with stories of dogs
and fairies, cats and dogs, harlequins
and pierrots, kings and queens, and
wise fools of which children never tire.
Miss Mamie Martin, librarian, says
that she is well pleased with the books
selected for holiday gifts.

GLEE CLUB SINGS

ee
Lewis Barrett, and Bert Hansen were
Cantata "The First Christ" by Clokey
elected ,.is a nominating committee,
which will choose the future executive during assembly period on Wednesday,
board. Donald Cook's former posi- December 22. The soloists are Vione
tion of president is now filled by Miss Steege, Mari'on Hammond, Mrs. Effie
Rosemary Barrett. A new vice-pre- Wareing, and Genevieve Underwood.
sident will be elected in her place. Miss Miss Phyllis McGuiggan will be the
Evalin Pribble has found it necessary
.to discontinue her position of class ad- accompanist. The prologue will be
viser and a new one will be elected soon. given by Lillian Koivisto.
- - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - ' - -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - -

·How MANY Do You GET?

Playthings, the tools of play, that activity which is essential in the child's
life, must be selected with serious intent.
Different types of playthings are
found wherever play takes place. The
do-with toys such as blocks are the type
found in most of the kindergartens and
should be found in the home. Such
toys do much toward the growth of
ideas while the mechanical toy has less
educational value. Mechanical playthings are operated by the fond parent
who gets as much enjoyment from them
as th e little tot, who sits and watches
passively. Let the child experiment
wi th play th ings. He will tire of a
play th ing that runs by itself. He will
pull it apart to see what it is made of or
how it goes. Encourage his initiative by providing the type of do-with
toys.
Useful Playthings Are Necessary
Playthings should be efficient as
playthings. They should suggest to
the child certain kinds of play that he
enjoys doing. Toys shculd be selected
in relation to each other. If furniture is selected for a doll house, it
should be in proportion to the size of the
house. The dishes should be in proportion to the table or dolls using them.
They should be consistent with the environment of the child who is to use
them. Playthings should suggest something besides domestic play so that the
child will have ideas of life outside of his
home. Playthings should be durable.
Children need playthings that are well
made, that are substantial so they can
use them in vigorous play. For instance a doll's bed that a child can sit
on and curl up in, is ideal as a plaything.
So give to him the playthings tha t will
exercise his full energies.
Child Likes Eicperience Toys
The first three years the child likes
1- inc

sensory ~

periences, t hat give him acquainta nce
with the world outside, and control of
the larger muscles. Such playthings
as rattles, balls, tings, spools, clothes
pins, pails, spoons, empty boxes, paper,
paste, blocks, clay, and a doll to dress
and undress~fy this need.
Children from' three t o six years like
plays involving imitation, motion, and
rhythm. They li~e dolls, animals,
boats, fire engines, seesaws, sand, water,
hammer and nails, put together blocks,
dishes, crayons, paints, iddy-c ars, etc.
Older Child Dramatizes
Children from the age <lf six t o t en
like playthings that they car, construct
with and they also enjoy collee;ting relics, etc. Children at this stage like to
Continued on page four

-----===------GAY CHRISTMAS IS -HERE
Christina~ ihe Happiest Time of the Year
is Personified by Joyful Sc,enes
Gay, jostling shoppers, scuffling children, happy, rosy-cheeked women, bundle-laden husbands-soft, white snowflakes, green mistletoe, red holly,
brightly lighted stores filled with Christmas toys, big crying golls, babies' rattles, teddie bears, _pirture books, skates,
skiis, and red boo sleds, grocery stores
filled with tempting foods, confectionery
stores displaying toothsome candies and
nuts, Christmas wreaths and Christmas trees decorated with tinsel, tiny
electric lights which glow like SJV.all
balls of fir e and colorful ornaments,
a fat rosy cheeked Santa talking with
the children, packages gayly wrapped in
holly paper and red ribbons, Christ-mas seals, lighted churches, soft organ
music, red glowing candles- all of these
help to personify the spirit of Christmas- the happiest time of the year.
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CONSTITUTION ORATORICAL COLLEGE CHRONICLE
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB'S STUDENTS ENUMERATE
SOCIETY SPONSORING
BENEFITS
RECEIVED
CONTEST
FOR
THIRD
YEAR
PUBLISHED
B.Y
NEW
CLEVER CAMPAIGN A
ESSAY CONTEST OPEN
FROM ORGANIZATl-"!NS
JUNIOR JOURNALISTS
CURIOSITY CATCHER
TO COLLEGE STUDENTS
Essay Contest for College Students
Foreign ·Born Students Hailing
From Many Countries Are
Charter Members
"Those whose parents and four
grandparents were born in the United
States sign below". Merely this, and
nothing more posted on the bulletin
board. Naturally the above document
would arouse one's curiosity. At first
only two or three signed but gradually
the number increased until now about
twenty-five names have been affixed,
among them names like Jones, Hamilton, and Marshall which are typically
Yankee.
Was this some deep, dark secret?
There must be something of interest
behind it. After investigation the
"something" turned out to be the Cosmopolitan Club. This was merely a
clever way to get new membership.
The Cosmopolitan Club's charter members are foreign born students. They
represent many countries including
the Netherlands, Finland, Canada,
Russia, Austria, Sweden, Norway and
Germany. The Joneses, and Hamiltons, and Marslialls mentioned above
also are eligible to membership. The
club promotes friendship with foreign
·nations. So a mere piece of paper
contained something that should be
interesting to all the students of the
college.

CHRISTMAS SONG SERVICE
AT THE ARMORY TONIGHT
Continued from page one
PROGRAM FOR THE COMMUN- ITY SON<c 1,;RRVTC:R

Hymn-Hark the Herald Angels Sing.
Choirs and Audience.
Hymn-Adeste Fideles.
Carol for Christmas Eve.
Men's · Glee Club of the College.
Carol-The First Nowell.✓
boir ancr-Auc11ence
The Shepher '
tory-Dickinson
Combined
oirs, Miss Steen, and Part
Chorus.
Carol-With Glory Lit, The Midnight
sky. /
Cathedral Choir
Hymn- O! Litle Town of Bethlehem.
Choirs and Audience
Carol-S
her Song of the Infant
Jesus.
Women's Glee-Club of College
Hymn-Silent Night.
- Choirs and Audience
Carol-The Adoration of the Shepherds.
Girl's Glee Club of the Technical High
· School.
Solo-Rjpice Greatly, from the Messiah.
_
Miss Helen Steen
CaroYWhat Child is This?
Cathedral High School and Technical
High School Choirs.
Anthem-Nazareth, by Gounod.
- ---Choirs and Audience
Carol-Angels We Have Heard.
Teachers College and Cathedral High
School Choirs.
Solo-The Birthday of a King-Neidlinger.
Mr. Vernon Jones and Combined Choirs
Hymn-It Came Upon a Midnight
Clear.
Choirs and Audience
Carol-Good King W enceslas
Technical High School Choir.
Solo and Chorale-The -Three Kings.
The Two College Choirs.
Hymn-Joy to the World.
Choirs and Audience

The sale of Christmas cards held on
Thursday, November 18, by the H. O.
P. club was a decided success. Seventytwo boxes were sold.

and Universities of America
With $5,000 m Prizes

Continued from page one
Mary L. Baumgartner of the Co mopolitan Club said, "I have gained
a more friendly and intimate feeling
for people of other nationalities." She
also added, "I now have some idea of
what a world court would be like as
some of the nationalities represented
in the club are: Scotch, Norwegian,
German, Finnish, Austrian, Irish, Swedish, Jewish, and Swiss.
Viola Benson of the Public Speaking
and Debating Society said, "I have obtained poise and ease in speaking."
She forgot to mention whether she
meant avoirdupois or the other poise.
Evelyn Hall of the Y. W. C. A. said
that by her membership in the club,
she had added to her list of worthwhile friends.
Althea Richardson of the Athenaeum
Literary Society maintained that the
greatest benefit she had derived was
training in punctuality thereby saving
herself the five cent fine payable upon
going late to meetings.
Rose Vossen of the Newman Club replied, "I have received a more catholic view of the leading questions of
the day."
Lucy Schwartzbauer of the Camera
Kraft club answered the question by
saying, "My membership has developed
and improved my ability to take portrait pictures".
·
Doris Maelstrom and Lloyd Kambestad have reported that they have
derived a finer appreciation and interpretation of music from the work in
their respective glee clubs.
Margaret Cairns declared that she
had gained expert ability in the art of
salesmanship. We assume that her
efficiency has developed as a result of
the ticket selling raids by the Blackfriars.

Continued from page one

The third National Intercollegiate
Oratorical Contest on the Constitution has been announced by the Better
America Federation of California. The
purpose of the contest is to increase
interest in and respect fo; the Constitution of the United States. The success of the contests in 1925 and 1926
prompted the Federation to continue
the movement.
The contest is national in scope. All
essays will be written by undergraduates
of colleges and universities of the United
States. The entries close on March
15, 1927.
Seven prizes aggregating a total of
$5,000 will be awarded. The first.
prize will be $1,500.
Students wishing further information
on the oratorical contest should consult the bulletin posted in the Chronicle office.

I

NEWS SIFTINGS

Delette Coy and Anton Thompson
are the assistant editors of the college
paper. Miss Coy has gained a knowledge of the journalism field through
two years work on the Al-Hi- Nuz,
Alexandria. The headline writing of
the Chronicle will be carried on under
the able direction of Anton Thompson
who was formerly editor of the Milacahi
of Milaca, Minnesota.
Business Staff
Catherine Lowery, of Minneapolis
formerly connected with the Roosevelt Standard as business manager of the
Roosevelt High School paper, is the
new business manager of the Chronicle.
The typists are Ann Kaplan and Elizabeth Jacobson who have been previously
affiliated with the Neighborhood News,
St. Paul, and the Ranger of Chisholm,
respectively.
Cartoons and Art Work
Cartooning and art work will be in
charge of Gladys Bostrom, previously
cartoonist for The Tech, and Audrey
Noren, art editor of the World, St.
Paul, and Gertrude Niska, who was
cartoonist and literary editor of the
Orange and Black, of Gilbert. Ruth
Niskern, former annual editor of The
Techos, and reporter on the Tech will be
in charge of the literary department.
Doris Mollerstrom Tech reporter will
do literary and editorial work as well as
edit the Riverview news.
Athletic Department
Athletics will be handled by Leonard
Stroud and Willis Dugan, both of whom
have derived newspaper experience
from work on the Braham Journal.
Mary Hamilton will write the articles
pertaining to girls athletics as well as
assume charge of the Campus Comment
column. Miss Hamilton has written
articles for the Detroit Lakes Tribune,

I

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

Olson Home to have Chri st mas Tree
The Olson Home girls are to have a
Christ mas tree a nd st unt program on
Mo nd ay evening, December 20 College Christmas Party Eliminated
The all-college Christmas party which
has formerly been held in the Armory
has ·been omitted this year. In its
stead there will be a Colonial party in
February.

New York Freethinker's Society
is Conducting Nationwide
Essay Contest
The Freethinkers' Society of New
York is sponsoring an essay contest
on the subject "The Past and Future
Menace of Ecclesiastical Influence Over
Social, Intellectual, and Political Affairs". The purpose of the contest is to
acquaint the people of America with
the menace resulting from a connection
between church and state.
The contest is open to all students
of high schools or colleges in the United
States. The manuscripts submitted
must be typed and must not contain
less than 2000 words. They must be
submitted on or before December _31,
1926. All manuscripts must be address
ed to "Essay Contest Editor, Freethink
ers' Society of New York, 1658 Broad
way, New York City".
The essays will be judged by the fol
lowing persons:
Rupert Hughes, distinguished nove
list and essayist; Ellen Hayes, author
and professor, Wellesley College; Arthur
Garfield Hays, eminent attorney; Wil
liam J. Fielding, author and psycholo
gist; T. P. Peardon, Department of His
tory, Barnard College; George E. Mac
donald, editor and Clement Wood,
poet and novelist.
The decision of the judges will be
awarded as soon after December 31,
1926 as possible.
The prizes will be awarded as follows
First prize, one hundred dollars; second
prize, fifty dollars; third prize, fifty dol
lars; fourth prize, twenty-five dollars,
and fifth prize, twenty-five dollars.

Lawrence Hall Ente·r tains Faculty
Miss Ellen Ready and the girls of
Lawrence Hall are entertaining the
Faculty at a dinner on Saturday evenwm;,,,_ ,,A,.~i-M Ar ~i-A 'QJ,,,.1,- r."t-"'- in!!. December 1 R ,it. ~ix o'.ciQ, Jr 'f'J.,n .•,,;i ' ~
re aa S!i••ai~ai~ .
when interviewed said, "I have the dinner will be followed by a short ChristFeature articles are to be edited by MR. BROWN STATES DUTIES
pleasure, so to speak, (this is verbatim) mas program.
Margaret Barrett who was a writer for
OF COLLEGE PRESIDENT
of belonging to the only organization of
the Cathedral Chimes. Sophie Guernon
the school which possesses and needs no
On Sunday afternoon the Lawrence is a former edit0r in chief of the Comets
Continued from page one
officers and meets only when date is Hall girls will be at home to all the girls Tail of Little Falls.
announced in the assembly."
who live outside the dormitories.
Make-up of Paper
'''Perhaps you would prefer having
Bill Coumbe, of the Orange and Black me start with my morning work," he
Shoemaker Hall entertained the fac- of Gilbert, will do proofreading and help continued. "First I r ead the mail,
COURSE FOR GIRL SCOUTS ulty and others closely con-~ected with with the make-up of the paper. Willis answering it immediately, if possible.
the college at an informal gathering Dugan is also working in the make-up At this season of the year the mail is
Girl Scouts Training Course Engages Sunday afternoon, December 12. It section. Loretta Ganglehoff, Minne- light. The heavy maii begins ·~bout
provided another opportunity for the apolis Central High News reporter, will March first and lasts until the middle
Attention of Two Hundred Girls
of September. During the rush season
students and 'faculty to know each do reporting and proofreading.
Lewis Olds, of The Tech will have a hundred or more letters a day are not
other better, a factor that makes college
The Girl Scout training course this
life so much more human. A light re- charge of the exchange. Adelaide Ru- unusual.
year which is being held every Monday
deen of the Booster and Kapashia, St.
"When the mail has been disposed
past was served late in the afternoon.
evening promises to be even better than
Paul, will devote her attention to Cur- of, Miss Gertrude Cambell and I disformer courses. The group is divided
The Black Cats again held forth at a rent Sauce and the humorous section. cuss the difficulties that have come up
into six troops each with a troop leader;
Christmas
party given in their honor Orville Engen is Chronicle photographer. in the business office the day before.
then subdivided into patrols of which
The members of the staff are cooper- Occasionally one of the matrons or one
by
Shoe
Hall,
Saturday evening, Decthere are four .in each troop, also with
ating and working smoothly toward suc- of the deans will come in to talk things
ember
11.
It
was
very
informal
with
patrol leaders. There are eight girls
cess in their future publications under over with me at this time.
in each patrol making the total number dancing, games, and card playing furthe
capable direction of their faculty ad"I spend part of each day studying
taking the course about two hundred. nishing the major forms of amusement.
viser, Miss Helen Hill.
the problems peculiar to this institution.
This
is
not
the
first
time
Shoe
Hall
has
They are carrying on the work like
"Every day, students and teachers
regular scouts; so that when they have to thus honored the Black Cats and the
come in for conferences. Some presifact
that
males
of
the
species
are
rather
take charge of a scout organization
dents have stated office hours, but for
later on, they will be tho~oughly ac- few and far between is po reason why PLAYTHINGS AND TOYS
the convenience of the students I try
the
entertaining
should
not
be
reversed.
quaint~d with the tests. At present
ESSENTIAL TO CHILD to arrange my work so that I can give
they are taking up the different parts
, them a few minutes at the beginning
Mrs.
C.
S.
Olds
spoke
to
the
girls
at
of the tenderfoot test, which consists
Continued
from
page
three
of each period. Of course, this is not
of such things as tying knots, learning Shoe Hall on Friday, December 3,
always possible. Then there are meetconcerning
the
Near
East
Relief;
and
the laws, the motto, the pledge, and the
have animals to take care of. They ings of various state and civic commitslogan. They hope to be able to pass as a result of her little talk it was de- like costumes for dramatization of te~which I must attend .
cided
to
observe
Golden
Rule
Sunday
the tenderfoot test by the time school
by providing a box into which those stories, and they like very ~uch to, ,V'._Occasionally I visit the library, the
closes for the Christmas vacation.
who wished might put small contri- scou~ aroun_d the country huntmg and training school, or one of the college
?lay,ng Indian. Bows and arrows, box- classes, and some time is taken by interbutions.
~ng gloves, sleds, and skates are favor- views with visitors and young women
Y. W. C. A. GIFT SALE
1tes.
like yourself.
The third of this year's faculty teas
The Y. W. C. A. girls held a Japanese
~o- raise play from a purposeless
"What I wish you could do is spend a
for the college women was held at
and Chinese gift sale in the Social Room
act1v1ty
to
a
purposeful
one,
toys
that
day
here with me to study the routine
Shoemaker Hall Friday afternoon, Deand in the main hall on December 7, 8,
cember 10, from 3:30 to 5:30 o'clock. stimulate ideas and satisfy the in- at first hand " he ended with his charac
and 9. The gifts consisted of vases,
stinctive tendencies of children to mani- teristic smil~.
A great many of the new students who
kimonos, pictures, what nots, and other
pulate, construct, imitate and investientered college the winter term were
oriental goods. The sale was so sucgate are the kind of playthings to select
guests. The tea gave them opportunity
cessful that a second shipment of goods
for children.
In a re~ent hygiene examination a
to meet some of the faculty women.
was ordered.
by Flora Edinger.
certain student stated that hormones
The entertaining hostesses were Miss
were chemical balancers, secreted by a
Rose Parker who was chairman, Mrs.
gland called harmonicas.
Leslie Zeleny, Mrs. John McCrory,
M. H: What is mistletoe, a vine or a Miss Dora Perry, Miss Helen Steen, Miss Booth- "Have you done your
tree?
Miss Edith Grannis, and Miss Charoutside reading?"
"The difference between illusion and
B. H: Neither, it's an excuse.
lotte Knudson.
Loismary A.- "No! It's been too cold" disillusion 1s boredom."

CURRENT SAUCE
Why is it that we sort of miss our
last term teachers and their smiling
faces?
"Absence makes the heart grow fonder,
So they always sayThat's why we love our teachers better
The days they stay away-"
-isn't exactly true in this case-but we have to admit we do miss 'em
in some sense. Just what sense it iswe'll let the faculty judge for themselves.
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Juniors! This is a chance for
you to learn something about
journalistic work. Several more
reporters are needed for the
Chronicle in order to make the
staff complete. If there are any
Juniors in school who would be
interested in trying out, please
report at the Chronicle office any
afternoon after the sixth period ..
The staff needs your assistance
so cooperate by showing your
ability to write for the Chronicle.

"TO THE LADIES" STAGED
BY THE BLACKFRIARS
Dramatic Club Production was Clever
Three Act Comedy Put On At
The Tech High School

A TEACHER'S DIARY

SOCIETIES AND CLUBS
AVONS INSTALL OFFICERS

}}~;~(IL

The Avon Literary Society held its
election of officers for the winter quarter,
Nov. 18. The follo~ng officers were
elected: president, Mildred Myhre;
vice-president, Helen de Vore; secretary, Beatrice Burdick; treasurer, Esther Reischus; sergeant-at-arms, Ethel
Munson ; publicity agent, Helen Miller.
Friday evening, December 10, in the
Social Room, the Avon Literary Society
installed the officers for the winter
quarter. The room was beautifully
decorated with Christmas trees brought
by Miss Ruth Muller from her home in
Minneapolis. After the installation,
the initiation of new members took place.
A six-thirty dinner was served in the
college cafeteria, which was decorated
in pink and white, the society colors.
Guests were the new members, and
President and Mrs. J. C. Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Talbot, Mr. and Mrs. Zeleny,
Miss Dopp, Miss Graves, Miss Cambell, Dean Garvey, Mrs. Parshall, Miss
Ready, Mrs. Sharp, and the advisors
of the Society, Miss Van Dyke and Miss
Douglas.
Those who were initiated were Myrtle
Armstrong, Mildred Anderson, Aline
Bisel, Mildred Barstow, Marie Carter,
La Verne Cassel, Lucile Doepke, Mildred Guilgren, Ella Gardippi, Eleanor
Grady, Lorna Hansen, Helen Kohler,
Caroline Larson, Gretchen Magdanz,
Agnes Molan, Evelyn Myres, Melvina
Olson, Mabel Plehal, Margaret PfefJ,enly, Valborg Peterson, Meta Simmons,
Pearl Smith, and Josephine Thompsof.!.

"To the Ladies" a very clever three
act comedy by George S. Kaufmann
aud Marc Connelly was presented by
the Blackfriars at the Technical High
School auditorium, Saturday evening,
December 4, as their first three act.
production, coached by L. C. Ramsland
of the Technical High School faculty,
and staged by Frederick Blattner.
EVIDENCES OF INSANITY
Q,,
John Kincaid ................ David Crawford
While chasing the weary whereat,
'------------------t. Myrtle Kincaid ...... .... Mildred Ferguson
Through the jungle of whereupon,
Toastmaster ...... .................... George Hall
The whos and ifs excite the bys
Politician .......................... Robert Murray
BASKET BALL TEAM
And give the suches some fun,
Some of the boys of the Seventh and Tom Baker ............................ Olaf Nelson Teacher- "John, give the provisions of
The terrible whoms and althos,
eighth grade are practicing for a basket Truckman .......... .............. Herman Busch
the Stamp Act."
The whenevers and goofy stills
ball team. When they have practiced Photographer ..................Arnold Nehring
Pursue those among the trees,
long enough, they are going to play Miss Fletcher ..................Bertha Tangen John- "All colonists had to be stamped
before they could get married."
Killing the agains and untils
Barber ........ , ......................... Orval Engen
with the other schools;
The whithers run hither and thither,
We all hope that our school shall win Bootblack ...................... John Hammond
Thereupon, forever and whence,
Mr. Beebe .................... Henry Bettendorf
the championship.
Crowding over and under the ins and
Mrs. Beebe ........................Edna Halliday
by Alice Anderson
outs,
Chester Mullen .......... Lloyd Kambestad
SB Riverview.
Notwithstanding the- boths of the
Guests at the banquet: Marvel
whence.Peterson, Viola Benson, Audrey Noren
RIVERVIEW ORCHESTRA
Moral: However fewOrval Engen was business and adThe children of the Riverview School
Martin Keaveny '26 who is now
Exchange
are going to have a school orchestra. vertising manager. The property man- teaching in Montana is planning on
agers
were
Grace
Ramstack,
Margaret
Two years ago they had a very fine band
Heard at a rooming house for S. T. C. and hope to have the same kind this Thomey, Allan Hollander, and Margaret coming home for Christmas holidays.
men:
year. Some of the boys belonging to Cairns. Miss Helen Hill is faculty
Delphine Wolter '26 is teaching in
Glen W.-"Say, Felix, going over to the Boys Band go to this school and adviser of the club.
Baker, Montana.
Louie's?"
Music
was
furnished
during
the
interare to be in the band .
missions by the college orchestra. under
Felix-"Uh Huh!"
by Helen P.
Glen W.-"Mail my letter?"
the
direction of Miss Helen Steen.
Arthur Hudson '24 is principal of a
SB Riverview.
Felix- "You bet."
school at Cove, Minnesota.
Action of Play Was Slow
Glen W._:"Wait just a minute till I
The only criticism that the producThe "Children's Messiah", a Christfinish it."
tion
merits is that the action was someMargie Hudson '26 is teaching at
·1
mas cantata, Will be presented by the
Felix- "Yah!"
what slow because of lack of practice Herman, Minnesota.
Riverview
School,
under
the
direction
NEWMAN'S
HEAR
TALK
Glen W.- "Put it here?"
Miss Myrl Carlson, December 24 at 2 :30 in picking up cues. The February
Felix- "Yah!"
The main feature of the Newmart
Margaret Morrison '25 is now employin the College Assembly. This program production by the B!ackfriars has not
Glen W.- "Say! What's your girl's
Club
meeting of Thursday Decembei
yet
been
publicly
announced
but
the
ed in our library.
consists of songs, stories, and pictures
address?"
2 was Rev. T . Leo Keaveny's talk o~
longer
time
for
rehearsal
for
it
will
make
illustrating the life of Christ. It emEvolution. He pointed out many fact&
bodies the story of Christmas reverently it much more finished than their first
Cecil Anderson '26 is teaching at
concerning the theory and answereq
Perhaps there ought to be a posted and impressively interpreted by the long performance.
Columbia Heights, Minneapolis.
several questions which were asked baj
list of places of interest that are located great masters in art as well as in music.
All Parts Were Well Done
in and about the college. Flora F. has The school is giving this program for
The leads in t ~play were taken by - ~ _ K l e i n ,ax......'.26--¥-isitecL echool the members of the club. Miss Elsi~
Srorkamp-p-laye-d- a-]Jiano solo.
ri
been roaming around for many -days parents and teachers, as well asl'or "Eafialfalliday ana Henry Betten orr. December 1.
Plans were made for the Christmas
looking for the swimming pool.
other college students so far as the Miss Halliday was very charming in
program at the Orphanage , Friday;]
capacity of the room allows.
the part of Elsie Beebe the clever young
Lois Stapl~s '26 has a position at December 10. The entertainment :c@P.j
wife who managed to bring success to Zumbra Falls, Minnesota.
SANTA CLAUS MAKES A DEMAND
sisted of musical numbers, choral songs-;'
by Santa Himself
Riverview is responding very well in her young husband who without her
recitations, a Santa . C,laus, and a treat
its
sale
of
Christmas
Red
Cross
seals.
help
would
probably
have
remained
an
The time has come for my yearly ride
Dorothy Chapin '25 has deserted the of pop-corn. Miss Regina Swartz,
under
clerk
all
his
days.
Henry
BetOver the country, far and wide,
teaching profession. She is now doing baur, was put in charge of the candy,
tendorf as Leonard Beebe succeeded
Sliding down chimneys, bring joys
The new skating rink is the center of excellently in portraying the character literary work in ' Mt. Morris, Illinois. sale which was held in the main hall,"
To wide-eyed kiddies, both girls and
all playground interests at present.
of the young, irresponsible and very Miss Chapin is a member of the staff Monday, December 6. The club meet~
boys.
of How to Sell, a salesmanship paper.
ings are to be held in the Social Room.
self
confident young husband. Mr.
My kit is packed and my reindeer team,
The boys and girls in Riverview are Bettendorf is to be congratulated on
Well fed and peppy, is full of steam;
Santa's helpers these days. Gifts for vivifying, Leonard Beebe so clearly.
Eleanor Olson '25 and Mary Holmes PUBLIC SPEAKING CLUB MEETS.
I've sorted the letters that kiddies write
parents are being made in many of the Lloyd Kambestad added a bit of '25 are both teaching at St. Francis,
And had my beard cleaned snowy white,
The Public Speaking Society is
rooms. Each room has been decorated humor in the character of Chester Minnesota.
And ordered a nice fresh fall of snqw
composed of twenty members. Mr.
for the Christmas month.
Mullin, the talkative neighbor who was
In short, I'M ready and rarin' to go!
P. C. McChesney is the faculty adviser.
going to do such big things in vaudeMay Metzroth '26 is planning on
Miss Dresser i~ the president. MeetThe Fifth Grade was the winner in ville. Mildred Ferguson succeeding ad- taking up nursing in Minneapolis.
But one thing bothers me: What to do
ings are held on the first and third Wedmirably in making Mrs. Kincaid just
With the terrible modern chimney flue: the P. T. A. attendance contest.
nesday of the month at the home of the
Genevieve Hoyt '24 who is on the faculty adviser, 525 Second Avenue
the charming, refined, middle aged woWhy, they build 'em, nowadays, so small
Mrs. Chris Phipps entertained at a man who ruled her husband absolutely faculty of the Duluth Public Schools South. The purpose of the society is
That I can't get into the things at all
sleigh-ride
Tuesday at 3 :15. She in- without his knowing it. David Craw- is coming home for the holidays.
And worse than that, a lot of 'em lead
to give the members correct posture while
vited all the children in Betty's group ford gave a fine portrayal of John KinNot into a fireplace--no, indeed!speaking, self-confidence, ease, and poise.
Dorothy Parker '24 is doing account- So far the worf, has cQnsisted of extemwith Miss Gladys Chapin and Barbara's caid, the successful business man. Mr.
But into a boiler! Then, by cripes,
I'm expected to crawl up through the group with Mrs. Nora Swan. They Crawford has a very fine voice which ing work in a bank in Minneapolis.
poraneous speeches, addr~es, sketche$,
drove to Hilder's Quarry. Cookies were fitted admirably into his part.
pipes,
and readings. No dramatics enter into
Some of the minor parts were taken
served during the drive.
Like an eel or a leetle alligator,
A 1926 graduate, Dorothy Scoobe, the course.
so exceptionally well that they did a at present is teaching at Parker's
Dragging my pack through a radiator.
Mr. P. C. McChesney ·s tates "It
great deal to add to the interest of the Prairie.
is one of the finest classes I have ever
Epaminondas and Billy, the two first
I think, in the future, there ought to be grade turtles, have failed to hibernate play.
worked with. The attendance is lOO o/o
Provision made for a man like me,
Joseph Anfinson '2 5 is teaching at perfect. I think it is a good thing. T he
due to the balmy climate of their adoptenjoyment and interest derived from i~
Which might be part of the Building ed home.
Waukon.
CHANGES IN LIBRARY
Laws:
are great."
A plan of having all new library books
Gilman is privileged in having Lester
"Special Chimneys · for Santa Claus."
placed at the main desk has been a"College Syncopators" Appear
Schwartz, a graduate of 1925, teaching
- Bookman Magazine
COSMOPOLITANS HOLD MEET
The College Syncopator's made its dopted to enable the students to bethere.
first appearance as an organized five- come acquainted with the new books
The Cosmopolitan Club met Tuesday
St. Paul, Minnesotapiece orchestra at the Christmas party a~ soon as they are catalogued. If not
Vera Gilbert '26 has a position in evening, December 7, at the home of
Miss Atkins. An interesting program
A 20 year old girl so modern that she held at Shoemaker Hall for the Black already reserved for someone, the hcoks Foley.
and discussion of , the International
had not only adopted her brother's Cats: Saturday evening, December 11. may be drawn from the library for a
If reserved, one
haircut, but his vest, trousers and wh.a t The members of the group are: Miss period of two weeks
Lillian Moe '26 is teaching near Peace Association occupied the first
part of the evening. The latter part
have you, applied for enlistment in at Pearl Bisel, director and banjo player; may place his name on a reserve card Milaca. ·
was given up to making popcorn balls
the navy recruiting office in this city Miss Alene Bisel, pianist; Michael Hag- and the librarian, when the book is
Roberta Andrews '26 is teaching for the children at the Indian School
As a first step, officers examined the gerty, drummer; Arthur Philips, saxa- available, will notify him. One may
at
Isle.
in Pilliger. Many guests were present.
applicants eyes. They passed require- phone player; and Arvey Heffran, trom- retain a new fiction book for only seven
ments. Then they told the applicant bonist. They show great promise of days. Because of the great demand for
Hazel Lee '25 is employed in teaching
to undress. A scream decidedly fem- being a good college orchestra since they these books the time has been limited . at Milaca.
A number of the College students atinine broke thru the room as she fled have animation and a large and varied New book lists will be posted in the
Marcus Sorenson '26 is now teaching tended the play the "Show Off" which
"H'm," said a petty officer, "she pro- repertoire. They are open to engage- main hall. If the book in which the
ably has her sweetheart in the navy ments at all entertainments and make student is interested can not be located at Circle, Montana. He desires to was presented by the Dramatic Club
and was trying to join him. We get a specialty of playing for college social a reserve card may be left for it at the give his best wishes to his old friends of the Technical High School in the
Tech auditorium last Monday evening.
and the faculty.
south desk in the library.
a lot of those."
affairs.
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TEACHERS SCHEDULE STRONG BASKETBALL OPPONENTS
TEACHERS BASKETBALl.
LYNCHMEN TO BEGIN
OUTLOOK IS BRIGHT
BASKETBALL SEASON
/
WITH MINN. AGGIES Good Material / Found Among the
Little Ten Conference Games
to be Played With Winona
Rochester and Mankato
The Teachers College basketball
schedule as announced by Coach Lynch
will consist of seven games, with the
first available date, January 7, still
open. The first game is to be played
with the Minnesota Aggies in St. Cloud
on January 15. All of the home games
will be played on the city armory floor.
The schedule is as follows:
Jan.
7-Open.
Jan. 15-Minnesota Aggies here.
Jan. 21~ Mankato Teachers here.
Jan. 28,---Rochester Junior College at
Rochester.
Feb.
4- Winona Teachers here.
Feb . 11- Mankato Teachers at Mankato.
Feb. 18-Rochester Junior College
here.
Feb. 25-Winona Teachers at Winona.
Mar. 4-5- District tournament here.
Conducted . under auspices of
T. C.
Old Foes on Schedule
All of these teams were on the schedule last season, artd all of the games
were very closely contested, Rochester
and Winona being the only teams to
defeat the Lynchmen.
Two captains will lead the
Teachers College caging five in
their basketball games during
the coming season as a result of a
tie election for the captaincy
which Glen Wing and Harold Saliterman will share in joint honor.
Each player will captain the team
in an equal number of games
during the coming floor campaign.

The games with Rochester will undoubtedly be the high light of the
schedule. Last season Rochester defeated St. Cloud twice, 23-11, and 33-26.
Winona Close Rival
The two Winona games will undoubtedly be a continuation of last
season's card. St. Cloud broke even
in · their games with the down river
quint last season winning the first encounter 23-19, and dropping the second
31-17.
Judging from previous encounters
this year's schedule should prove very
attractive and the squad promises to do
its best to come through with conference honors.

GRIDDERS FETED AT FEED
Football Lettermen Honored at a
Kiwanis Club Banquet

Candidates Reporting for
Floor Five
Active basketball ·work for the college
quint began We~nesday, December 1,
when a squad of 25 candidates reported
to coach George Lynch's initial call
for floor candidates. Practice sessions
are now being held daily on the city
armory floor.
Three veterans, Glen Wing, Henry
Secrest, and Harold paliterman reported and are showing their old time
form in the early workouts. Other
candidates who are expected to show
to advantage are Marvin Keyte, running guard of the fast Tech High quint
of last season, Ralph Haugen another
Tech luminary, Herman Busch of Lakefield, John Hanlan of Morris, Reeves
Schwartze of Cathedral High, St. Cloud,
and Mike Milbury of Royalton.
Bert Hansen, another former Tech
High player, and football luminary
of the Teachers College this fall, will
not be available for basketball. Bert's
shoulder injured in the Mankato~St.
Cloud football game has not responded
to treatment as rapidly as had been expected, and doctors advise a rest in
order that the limb may heal properly.
Bertie was expected to put up a stiff
fight for a regular position on the team
and his loss will be felt keenly.
Players who have reported for basketball practice are as follows: Glen
Wing, Harold Saliterman, Henry Secrest, Herman · Busch, John Hanlon,
Marvin Keyte, Ralph Haugen, Garland
May, Pinkey Olson, Harry Cater,
Felix .Kamrowski, George Carpenter,
Melburn Severeid, Willis Dugan, Floyd
Althaus, Lloyd Benson, Richard Henneman, Boots Bettendorf, Harold Milberry, William Krause, Reeves Schwartze,
Clarence Bonham, Raymond Mccutcheon, Frank Ruth, Obert Jacobson,
Walter Klausler, and Melvin Kruger.

DAN WILLIAMS '18 STARS
IN PRO FOOTBALL LOOP
Former Lynchman Heralded
Brilliant Performer in Pro
Gridiron Circles

as

Da11 "Cotton" Williams '18 has been
playing professional football with Ernie
Nevers' Duluth Eskimos during the
past season. According to reports from
the National Pro league of which the
Zenith City team is a prominent member, Dan is the most outstanding guard
in the National Pro loop and he is one
of the greatest linemen playing football
in the country at the present time.
While at the Teachers College Dan
received his early football training under the tutelage of Coach George Lynch;
playing at the center position in the line
he developed into one of the best and
most feared pivot men in State Teachers
College football circles. Ernie Nevers,
All-American fullbacli:, has shifted Dan
from his regular center berth and has
him play guard on the offense and center on the defense.
"Cotton" Williams as he was termed
by his former.friends and classmates is
also a performer on the basketball
court, and he is remembered as being
one of the best back guards that ever
performed on a local college floor five.
Williams is a teacher in the Duluth
schools and he takes part in athletics
only as a sideline to his teaching. During the past grid season he secured a
month's leave of absence from his
school work to play football with N evers'
team in the eastern cities.

Lettermen of the 1926 Teachers College football squad, champions of the
"Little Ten" conference, along with
the Tech and Cathedral high school
teams were guests of the St. Cloud
Kiwanis Club at an athletic banquet
served at the Grand Central Hotel
last Monday evening.
Mr. C. 0. Bemis, assistant coach of
the .Red and Black football squad, as
a ·member of the Kiwanis club presided
at the gridiron banquet.
Captain Henry Secrest, captain-elect
Marvin Keyte, Clarence Bonham, Jake
Jacobson, George Hall, Glen Wing,
Grant Torgeso·n, Harold Saliterman,
Bert Hansen, Henry Bettendorf, Bert
Anderson, Felix Kamrowski, Joe Turula, Coach George Lynch and Lewis L.
A fairy story:- We heard a Junior
Barrett were numbered among those girl say that she "took" a very good
attending the football banquet.
photograph for the Talahi.

WHAT A FOOTBALL THINKS
ABOUT

TEACHERS 1927 FOOTBALL
PROSPECTS FAVORABLE

So many fellows handle me that
I ought to be called a hand- Apmann, Koch and Gerard Members
Technical High School Team May
ball.
I'm just like a woman- it takes
Join Teachers Next Season
a good line to stop me.
I am sure the "ski~ you love to
Stock in the S. T. C. 1927 football
touch".
prospects has taken an upward trend
I may get passed, but I hope I
as the result of a report to the effect
don't pass out.
that Elmer Apman, Donald Koch, and
Many a woman would like to be Earl Gerard, members of the undefeated
hugged as often as I am .
1926 Technical High School team, may
What a nice pig I turned out · matriculate at the Teachers College
to be.
next fall to seek positions on Coach
With Apologies.
George Lynch's gridiron aggregation.
Apman, Gerard, and Koch were
outstanding performers at the Tech
during the past season, and they were
honored with positions on All-Star Central Minnesota mythical football teams
which were selected by coaches of thirtyfour of the high schools of central MinneA picture of the St. Cloud State
sota. Elmer Apman won a tackle
Teachers college football squad apposition on the first honorary eleven;
peared rece11tly in a special football
Don Koch was assigned to the quarterrotogravure edition of the Minneapolis
back berth on the first all-star team; and
Sunday Journal. This edition picEarl Gerard was selected for the center
tured the University of Minnesota
berth on the second team.
squad, the state conference teams, the
Marvin Keyte, Bert Hansen, and
Little Ten conference teams, Carleton,
Felix Kamrowski, members of the
Hamline, St. Thomas, St. Mary's,
"Little Ten" state championship Red
Moorhead Teachers, and a number of
and Black squad are a trio of Teachers
state high school teams.
College athletes who performed brilliantly at the Tech during their high
Bill Brockmeier ex '26, captain of the school athletic careers; they in conjuncSt. Cloud eleven in 1925, was a member tion with their teammates Apman,
of the crack Valley City Teachers Col- Koch, and Gerard were members of the
lege brigade which won the football Technical Highl School's state chamchampionship of its conference during pionship football team during the
the past grid .campaign. Bill was autumn of 1925.
honored with a halfback position on the
With each succeeding year as the
second all-conference team of the Inter- College continues to uphold the splendid
state college conference.
athletic achievements which have been
established by Red and Black athletes
Marion ·"Tiny" Blaha '25 is playing in the past more high school athletes
independent basket ball wit h the Sauk are being attracted to the local instiCenter Legion all Stars. "Tiny" made tution.
Captain-elect Marvin Keyte, Bert
a name for himself on the football field
and the basket ball floor while attend- Anderson, Clarence Bonham, Bert H ansen, Felix Kamrowski, Joe Turula, Grant
ing the Teachers College.
Torgeson, Harry Cater, Herman Busch,
Harold Nelson, and William Co um bes
Coach George · Lynch refereed the are members of this year's championUniversity of Minnesota- North Da- ship squad who will return to the Lynch
kota basket ball game at the Kenwood stronghold next fall.
Armory at Minneapolis on December
6. Coach Lynch's services as an official are in demand by many schools so
that during- the winter sports season FIVE T. C. GRIDDERS ON
ALL "LITTLE TEN" TEAMS
he is kept busy with his combined duties
as coach of the Teachers College basket
ball team and as official at caging
Keyte, Wing, Saliterman, Jacobson
engagements in different sections ot the
and Hansen are Honored by
state.

SPORT COMMENT

Conference Coaches

WHY NOT HAVE FUN?
With the abundance of snow which
fell recently there was a great burst of
enthusiasm for winter sports. As a
result of this so-called "burst" there
were a great many skiiers out behind
cars trying to hold up their end of the
rope, with the result that they frequently played around in the snow with
their noses, but always come up smiling. The snow thus far is soft and so
unusually white that next week-end
will probably see toboggans gliding over
every available hill, skiis making a
great labyrinth of tracks and the air
redolent with the songs of sleigh-ride
parties. If you don't enjoy getting
out and "having fun" in the outdoors
there's something wrong somewhere.
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Five St. Cloud gridders, Marvin
Keyte, Glen Wing, Harold Saliterman,
Jake Jacobson, and Bert Hansen, were
honored with places on the two all
"Little Ten" football teams which were
selected by the coaches of the "Little
Ten" conference.
Marvin Keyte, brilliant end of the
past season, was the only member on
the first team to be unanimously selected. There was some doubt as to where
he should be placed because he p.e rformed brilliantly both at end and in the
backfield. However, his selection as
left end places him at his natural position where his ability to catch passes
can be used to the greatest advantage.
Continued to column five
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GIRLS ATHLETICS
AND SPORTS HAVE
BECOME POPULAR
Basketball, HockeyandSwimming
Have Enthusiastic Turnout
in Winter Quarter
Girls' athletics have been in full
swing, starting with soccer in the fall
term and continuing into the winter
quarter with ice-hockey, swimming
and basketball as the major sports besides the regular floor work and folkdancing.
A soccer tournament was to have been
held and would have taken place but
for the early setting in of cold weather.
A great m~ny girls were greatly interested in this sport and they -came out
regularly for practice. By the time
the weather forced them to stop they
were becoming very enthusiastic "soccerisses" or soccer misses, we don't
know which.
Basketball and Hockey Favored
Starting with the winter term was
the formation of basketball teams which
will undoubtedly mean some intramural games later on. The followers
of this phase of athletics are numerous
due to the rather extensive indulgence
in this sport by high schools.
Now that we have a sk'ating rink all
our ·own and such a good one a great
many have become interested in hockey,
and this game is being played regularly.
This is especially desirable considered
from the standpoint of fresh air as well
as from the standpoint of exercise.
Swimming Classes Organized
It was hoped to have swimming in the
fall term, but the pool to be used is at
Tech High, and the football men of that
institution used it these last three
months; so it was necessary to reserve
swimming till this quarter. There are
to be three classes on Tuesdays and
Thursdays under the direction of Miss
Case: a beginning class for those learning to swim from 4:30 to 5:00, intermediate for those knowing something
about the work from 5:00 to 5:30, and
advanced for those having rather extensive work in this field from 5:30 to
6:00. Each class has one hour a week.
This sport is very fine for exercising and
developing one's body and the number
of girls manifesting interest in it is
sufficient proof of its merit.
"M" Club Athletic Organization
Just a word about the "M" Club.
It is the athletic organization of the
college for young women; it is a state
organization to join which one must
make 100 points in a certain phase of
athletics. To secure an "M", which
many of the girls are working for, one
must receive 1000 points according to
certain specific standards. This is the
first year the club has been organized on
a standard basis, and it is worthy of the
support of all.
Continued from column four Glen Wing's· excellent work at tackle
during the past campaign justified his
almost unanimous selection at right
tackle. Few gains were made through
his side of the line. His ability to
knife through and block punts and dropkicks won several games for St. Cloud
during the past season.
The selection of Harold Saliterman,
Jake Jacobson, and Bert Hansen, who
are placed at end, guard and fullback
respectively on the second team comes
as a reward for their consistent work
during the past season. Although not
so sensational as Keyte or Wing, they
played steady games at all times, and
are highly deserving of the positions.
Hibbing, Virginia, and Mankato also
placed two players on the first team, and
Eveleth, Winona, and Rochester were
honored with one each. · St. Cloud and
Mankato each won three positions on
the second team.
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